GOASCNA RCM Report

ASC Date: 9/14/2014
Meeting Date: 9/14/2014 1:00 PM
Members Present: 0
Location: Public Library
Opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. The 12 Traditions were read.
General Report Greetings Greater Orlando Area, There is always information on the region floor. As of last
region two proposal were issued workgroup # 01-05-14: Disaster Preparedness, Response, and Recovery
Plan - Coordination, Responsibilities, and Accountability (Consensus Reached), # 02-05-14 Greater Orlando,
Space Coast- Proposal any document that becomes part of the minutes has a tracking source and is
updated a the appropiate time! " The conclusion of the guide meeting was that the Proposal appeared
redundant and unnecessary as the information and instruction is clear on page 32 of the current GTFRS."
ELECTIONS were held and positions were filled much of that information is online, but there are opening
positions ? The following positions are open for nomination for elections to be held in September: FRC BOD
Memebers RSC Elect (3), FRSC BOD Members RSC Elect (3), HRP Member (1), FD H&I Resource Coordinator,
and PR, IT, Coordinator's also, along with FRSC Alternate and FRSC Archivist. -The Fellowship Development
Group broke the members into four groups and had discussions on topics or issues relating to area or
service problems the -intent was to bring about a conceptual or traditional solution. Project Planning - The
FD Team and HRP met to monitor the progress of current projects, {The Behind The Walls}, {Statewide
Meeting List}, {Disaster Plan}, {Bridging the Gap}, and {The Regional Helpline Project} are to be
annouced and participated in by all available. Area Support Groups 42 members on hand very upbeat 1.
Anne Greater Orlando Area shared about how to deal with subcommittees understaffed especially with the
absence of Subcommittee Chrms? 2. Denise from the Bay Area brought about a method which would
simplify guideline and policies. 3. Kellan from Palm Coast asked about Convention help. 4. George H&I chrm
asked for experience on predatory behavior. Another topic which interest the RCM's was the role of zones
there are 8 zones in the USA. Collaboration was a main topic at region it entitled the region to use all of its
resources to further unite groups, areas, and regions on working together. For further information on the
Region go online to na.orgfloridaregion! This concludes the RCM report- The Florida Region will be held on
the 19, 20, and 21st of September in Sarasota, Florida. At The Hyatt Regency Sarasota, 1000 Blvd of The
Arts (941) 953-1234
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In Loving Service, Demetrius G RCM I, Keith T RCM II

